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A big, toughened by battle warrior stopped a Monk who was traveling the other direction with a boisterous command that demanded attention: “Monk, come here and teach me about heaven and hell!”
The Monk looked at the warrior and with disdain and no display of emotion replied: “Teach you about heaven
and hell? I cannot teach you about anything. You stink from your journey. You are stupid. You are a disgrace
and an embarrassment to the King. Keep on your journey and get out of my sight.”
The warrior with his face reddening, his increasing rage at the insult almost leaving him speechless pulled out his
sword and prepared to slay the Monk.
Looking straight into the warriors eyes the Monk softly said, “That’s hell.”
The warrior lowered his sword realizing that the Monk had risked his own life to show him hell. He put down
the sword, fell on his knees before the Monk and expressed gratitude for such a simple lesson.
The Monk smiled and softly said,

“And That’s Heaven.”
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David buys the threshing floor, builds an altar, and
here is a passage in II Samuel that explains so
offers sacrifices to God. The main point is that God
much and yet most of us have never heard a
had already stopped the plagues prior to David’s
sermon about this event or realized the significance
request and before the sacrifices. The plagues stopped
of the passage. King David decided, despite being
because something happened that is to set an example
told not to by God, to conduct a census of the
forever.
nation of Israel and usurped God’s prerogatives as
the true Ruler of the nation. David recognizes his
The floor of the threshing at Araunah is on Mount
sin and confesses, but a prophet of Gad gives David
Moriah and is where the temple is built. Solomon will
a choice of three punishments as a result of
build the first temple (see 2 Chronicles 3:1)
the sin: be chased by enemies for three years,
the threshing floor. Although the temple
The temple is over
famine for three years or three years of
is to become a place of sacrifice as the
a place of
plagues. David chooses the plagues and a
leadership deemed it necessary in order to
destroying angel begins to unleash the plagues.
forgive the sins of the people – the true
mercy...
origins of the temple is that God does not
Seventy thousand people are killed and the angel is
need sacrifice because He pronounced “Enough!’ in II
approaching Jerusalem when something amazing
Samuel and extended mercy and stopped the
happens; “When the angel stretched out his
punishment. “For I desired mercy and not
hand to destroy Jerusalem, the Lord
sacrifice; and knowledge of God more than
relented concerning the disaster and said to
burnt offerings” (Hosea 6:6). The temple is a place
the angel who was afflicting the people,
of mercy, not of judgment, just as our body is the
“Enough! Withdraw your hand.” The angel
“temple” and our sanctuary (church facility) should be.
of the Lord was then at the threshing floor of
Araunah… (II Samuel 24:16).
The first time the writer of the New Testament book
Luke, the Physician Luke, uses the word “Lord” to
David sees that the angel stopped at the threshing
indentify Jesus is in Chapter 7 and its significance is
floor of Araunah and asks God to stop the plague.
invaluable to understanding the threshing floor, the
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THE SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION IN JUNE PASSED A RESOLUTION THAT IS A BEGINNING
towards protecting children from abuse, perpetrators, and the reporting of abuse. A resolution from the
National Convention is not a mandate, it expresses the majority opinion vote, but it does carry weight.
State Conventions will be voting on adoption of this resolution with ten state conventions to vote on the
resolution this coming fall. Arkansas is one of the states that have said it will vote on the resolution. One
of the amendments (2nd) reads in part, “…to remind all Southern Baptists of their legal and moral
responsibility to report any ACCUSATIONS of child abuse to authorities….” One of the changes
recommends against a church doing their own investigations and deciding themselves whether they should
be reported. This little suggestion could be used by plaintiff attorneys if a Baptist church dared not report
the allegations.
It is just a resolution, but it is a start. Now let us see how well the state conventions respond. Mandated
reporting for members of clergy is already the law in Arkansas.
IT LOOKS SO BEAUTIFUL DOWNSTAIRS IN THE MAIN LODGE! There have been renovations and
makeovers to the rooms and the common area during the past years, but never a full makeover. Thanks
to the Junior League’s new member class and their desire to create a legacy, all bedrooms at the Village
received: new paint, new furniture, new carpet, new light fixtures, new linens, and new beds and
mattresses. I quit trying to count the total hours devoted to the project by the many volunteers but the
number of people times the number of hours will exceed over 1000 hours of labor.

Each bedroom is painted a different color and the linens,
etc. are color coordinated.

The start of a project Is always the hardest part, but the
volunteers were always smiling.

A redecorated room, but the little fellow liked
the new “hog” towel best.
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e News
ON JUNE 20th A FIRST EVER SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF AVAILABLE DATA ON ASSAULTS AGAINST
WOMEN WAS RELEASED. One hundred and forty one previous studies from 81 countries sends a
message that assaults against women is a global health problem of epidemic proportions. The study says
“30 percent of all women over the age of 15 and older have suffered violence by someone they know.”
The need for the National Child Protection Training Center, being built here in Arkansas will serve to
train thousands of college students and future professionals, is vital to helping to stop the abuse. The
Center is scheduled to be finished by October of this year. I am not sure how much they are financially
short, but it is worthy of your prayers. This new facility, in time, will be one of the methods that will end
child abuse unto the third generation.

SKYDIVE FOR KIDS, August 17 & 18 at SkyRanch, Siloam
Springs, AR to benefit the Children’s Advocacy Center. For
more information on becoming a jumper see:
http://www.cacbentonco.com/events/skydive-for-kids/

SAVE THE DATE—FRIENDS OF THE CAC DINNER WITH
ERIN MERRYN, Thursday, September 19, 6 pm at
CrossChurch, Rogers, AR.

Edward Burne-Jones, The Merciful Knight, Birmingham
Museums & Art Gallery, 1863, based on an 11th
century legend of a knight, John Qualbert, who forgave
his enemy when he might have destroyed him and how
the image of Christ kissed him in token that his acts
had pleased God.
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temple, the ministry of Jesus’ and what you and I
mercy to the one who has shown no mercy.
are to be doing as to others that we wish was being
Mercy triumphs over judgment.”
done unto us. First remember that the word “lord”
during the N.T. time period was mostly used of the
The origin of the word mercy in Hebrew or Arabic
oppressive Roman Empire leadership and for most
“chesedh” does not mean to feel sorry for someone
people the “lords” were to be feared. The Caesars
that is in trouble or to pity another. It means the
did not like any who may usurp the power. The
ability to get inside the other person’s skin until we
story in Luke tells of a widow whose only son had
can see with their eyes, think with their mind and
died and the “Lord saw her and had compassion on
feel things with their feelings.” As William Barclay
her and said “Weep not.” The passage says that
in his Daily Study Bible comments on the study on the
Jesus touched the coffin and the young man was
word, chesedh: “ It denotes a sympathy which is not
commanded to “arise” and boy spoke and was
given, as it were, from outside, but that which
presented to his mother. Jesus illustrates by
comes from a deliberate identification with the
example that He is not the Lord of an Empire;
other person, until we see things as he sees
He is the Lord of Compassion! The example “Got to kick at them and feel things as he feels them.
of the threshing floor, the purpose of the
the darkness ‘til Sympathy means experiencing things
Temple, the service of Jesus is wrapped in
together with the other person, literally
it bleeds
“The Lord has showed you, O man,
going through what he is going through” (pg
daylight.”
what is good. And what does the Lord
103).
require of you? To act justly, and love
mercy and to walk humbly with your
Here at the Village mercy contains a few simplistic
God” (Micah 6:8).
principals: we know that there are several sides to
the life journey of those to whom we serve. The
There was a year here at the Village where we had
staff listens, and listens well to the stories of
an overabundance of ladies that were addicted to
abandonment, childhood harm, addictive lifestyles,
various illegal drugs. There was thievery amongst
and the multiplicity of sadnesses in their lives
themselves, lies to staff to cover their addictions,
without judging or condemning. Second, all of us
failed drug tests, and trips to the emergency rooms
know that we are not going to change the world, it
from their overdoses. There was even an incident
is not our responsibility to rescue any from
where we had a near death and the ambulance
themselves lest we too burn out, and we practice in
driver gave the lady a powerful injection of adrenalin
our own lives “living life” as told in Jeremiah 29:5-7
that revived her. In some situations we were able to
in anticipation of “resurrection” to newness
get them into a rehabilitation facility. In some we
ourselves.
had to ask them to leave. But for all we gave them
second and third chances, often because children
One of Bruce Cockburn’s songs has a line that
of these ladies needed to be cared for, and we were
reads, “Got to kick at the darkness ‘til it bleeds
at least providing for those innocent ones to have a
daylight.”
place to be. It was a difficult year and challenged us
That’s what you help us to do. You have chosen to
in multiple ways of our devotion, our ministry, and
aid us to extend a little mercy into the darkness of
our compassion. Jesus said the “…weightier
others lives in anticipation of the blessed hope of
matters of the law are: justice, mercy and faith.
their resurrection to newness of life. Mercy is one
These ought you to have done, (Matthew 23:23) and
of the quiet ways to love our enemies and do
we attempted past exhaustion to offer those three
warfare with evil. Like the soldier in the opening
to the residents. The Romans had four cardinal
paragraphs, putting down the sword and expressing
virtues: wisdom, justice, temperance and courage,
gratitude is “and that’s heaven.”
but not mercy. The Greeks indicated that mercy
implied weakness rather than strength. Reality is
We are grateful for you,
that God turns the world upside down with mercy
as told in James 2:13 “For judgment is without
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